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Executive Summary 
More and more small and medium business 

(SMB) managers are thinking seriously about 

their data protection and storage strategy. 

They know their businesses are dependent 

upon the computers and storage that handle 

customer orders, mailing lists, shipping, 

financials, inventory, sales records and much 

more. Sharing and protecting that information 

is vital.  

At the same time, the increasing pace of 

business and the need to speed operations 

makes sharing information among teams 

critical to customer satisfaction and 

efficiency.  

But what is the best way for a small business 

to both share and protect that information?  

In this white paper, you’ll get a concise and 

jargon-free overview of your options for 

sharing and protecting business data, their 

benefits and your business choices. In 

addition to learning how you can protect your 

data against accidents, disasters or theft, you 

will learn how you can make your business 

more productive and flexible. 

What every small business should 
know about Cloud storage 
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Introduction 
Small to medium-sized businesses often face 

two data storage problems: how to share 

important business data and how to protect 

that data. These were previously thought to 

be two separate and expensive problems, but 

today, thanks to affordable, all-inclusive 

storage solutions and cloud storage, they are 

much easier and affordable to solve. 

Data sharing is much simpler thanks to low-

cost, high-speed, local area networks (LANs). 

Whether computers are connected by 

Ethernet or Wi-Fi, employees can quickly 

share vital business data, proposals, contacts 

or client questions.  

But what happens when an employee is out 

of the office for illness or training? How do 

you access their data? How do you know you 

have the latest version of the proposal due 

today at 4pm?  

Data protection previously meant a guy in a 

truck took copies of data offsite - an 

expensive and error-prone process - and 

then waiting a day or two to get the data back 

when needed. Today, Internet-accessible 

storage services - usually called cloud 

storage - enable low-cost offsite storage of 

critical data and 24-hour a day on-demand 

access when needed. 

We’ll talk about both sharing and protecting 

critical business data in the next couple of 

pages. 

Sharing 
Storage used to be shared by handing off a 

floppy disk, CD or thumb drive. But the 

universal availability 

of networks has made 

sharing storage 

simpler and faster. 

The two most 

common ways to 

share storage are 

iSCSI (pronounced 

eye-scuzzy) and 

Network Attached 

Storage (NAS). Each 

has its place and key 

advantages. 

An iSCSI device looks 

like a locally attached 

disk, like a C: drive, 

but it is accessed 

through the network. 

Data on an iSCSI 

device can only be 

read by the computer 

that stored it, making 

it hard to share data. 

A NAS device stores 

files that any system 

can read - with 

permission, of course 

- which makes it easy 

to share information 

over the network. For 

this reason NAS systems are very popular 

and they’ve been a growing part of the 

Glossary  
iSCSI: A protocol that 
emulates a locally-attached 
disk across a network. Like 
a local disk, can only be 
read by the system it is 
attached to. 

NAS: File storage devices 
that enable any permitted 
system to access files over 
the network.  

Cloud: Internet-accessible 
services such as storage or 
software. The term is 
derived from the cloud 
graphic symbol used to 
indicate external networks. 

Private cloud: Internet-
accessible services or 
resources owned and 
deployed by a private entity 
for their private use. 

Public cloud: Internet 
services available to the 
public. May be free or paid. 

Hybrid storage: A 
combination of local storage 
supported by public or 
private cloud services. 
Typically the public cloud is 
used only as needed. 

Latency: time between a 
request and response. For 
web services low latency is 
critical for retaining user 
attention, which usually 
requires local storage. 

Provisioning: process of 
deploying a resource such 
as storage or a server. 
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storage market for years. NAS devices are 

also simpler to set up and manage than 

iSCSI systems. NAS is the obvious choice for 

sharing data.  

Protection 
All data protection revolves around one 

strategy: copying data on different devices. 

Why? No single device can be relied upon 

100%. Fires, floods, tornados, earthquakes, 

theft and power outages mean that no single 

storage location can be relied upon 100% 

either. 

Storing data safely offsite is one of the 

cloud’s key features. Studies have found that 

fully 80% of businesses that suffer major data 

loss go out of business within two years.  

This is where cloud storage has generated 

the most interest because it allows you to 

safely store critical data on a public or private 

cloud. These off-site, proven production 

systems are managed by trained and 

experienced admins that few businesses 

could otherwise afford themselves. 

Cloud services 
The excitement behind cloud is that Internet-

scale IT architectures, pioneered by 

companies such as Google and Amazon, are 

much lower cost than traditional enterprise IT 

systems. For small and medium business, 

the most popular cloud service is storing 

critical business data. Why? Because a cloud 

service combines backup and placing the 

data off-site, safe from natural disaster or 

theft. 

Public cloud 
As the name suggests, public cloud services 

are open to anyone with a credit card and an 

Internet connection. These services range 

from simple building blocks, such as online 

file storage, to business software 

applications, such as Salesforce.com. An 

example of a public cloud service is 

Amazon’s Simple Storage Service or S3. It is 

the largest public online storage service in 

the world, though many other companies also 

offer public storage services. 

There are two key advantages to public cloud 

services: 

• You can usually order as much storage as 

you want online with a credit card and start 

using it within minutes. 

• There is no capital cost involved. The cost 

is all operating expense and is much easier 

to account for. 

Private cloud 
Private clouds are Internet-accessible 

services for the use of, and maintained by, a 

business or an organization. Private clouds 

do not offer the benefit of quick provisioning 

and low capital costs that public clouds do, 

but they do have some important 

advantages. 
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• Control and peace of mind. You know 

where your data is at all times, typically 

residing in your own network.  

• Faster startup. Initial data copies can be 

made in your office using a high-speed 

local area network instead of the days and 

sometimes weeks that can take to copy 

data across the Internet on a public cloud. 

• Faster recovery. Most important is that 

when the data is needed it can be retrieved 

much faster than is typically possible over 

the Internet from the public cloud storage.  

Hybrid cloud storage 
Hybrid cloud storage is a combination of 

local, on-premise storage with a copy of your 

data in an offsite public cloud. This solution 

offers the key advantages of both. Local 

storage is fast and inexpensive. It can be 

physically secured and configured to meet 

any special requirements that businesses 

may have. At the same time, public cloud 

storage can be used to back up critical 

business data to create a disaster safe copy. 

Some NAS systems are designed to easily 

integrate with popular public cloud services, 

making it simple to protect critical business 

information, while offering access to the data 

locally and on-the-go. 

Key considerations for an SMB 
storage solutions 
We've talked about how important it is to be 

able to share and protect data; the key 

technologies; and the critical operational 

issues (protection and recovery). How do you 

craft an actionable strategy for your business, 

taking these variables into account? 

Operational issues 
Data protection is the top priority. That 

sounds expensive, but it need not be 

because in storage, it is performance, not 

protection, that is costly. Thanks to the latest 

technological advances, few small and 

medium businesses need the performance 

offered by $50,000+ storage systems  

Protection 

Here are some tips for finding reliable, yet 

economical, storage for a business. Look for 

storage systems with: 

RAID data protection. Whether data is 

mirrored (RAID 1) or protected by parity 

(RAID 5), all data should have protection 

against disk drive failures. All disk drives will 

fail, the only question is when.  

Support for dual power supplies. Power 

failures can corrupt data, especially during 

writes. Two power cords plugged into a UPS 

will eliminate this risk . 

Enterprise-class disk drives. Consumer disk 

drives often have lower data integrity than 

enterprise quality drives, which is dangerous 

when using RAID 5. Enterprise-class drives 

also boast a significantly higher MTBF (mean 

time between failures) than consumer grade 

drives. 

RAID 5 can recover from the failure of a 

single disk drive. When the failed disk drive is 
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replaced the lost data is rebuilt on the new 

disk drive. With consumer-grade disks, 

however the chances of encountering an 

uncorrectable error while reconstructing lost 

data can be as high as 40%. If a second error 

is found, the RAID 5 system cannot finish the 

rebuild process and all your data could be 

lost. 

The risk of this happening is much smaller 

with enterprise-class drives because they 

offer superior data integrity. Furthermore, 

drives intended for RAID use typically feature 

enhanced RAID error handling that helps 

keep applications up and running. 

Recovery 

Recovery of your business data is most 

critical to resuming profitable business 

operations after a catastrophe. The fastest 

recovery is attained with locally available 

storage. But if disaster strikes and local 

storage is not available, data can be 

recovered from your public cloud storage.  

For example, let’s say a 20 employee firm 

has 500 GB of critical business records, 

including e-mail; marketing collateral; 

accounting and financial data; all backed up 

to a public cloud. If they invested in a high-

speed 30 Mb/s Internet link, and assuming 

their cloud service provider has the 

bandwidth, they should be able to recover 

their data at the rate of 180 MB per minute, 

or almost 11 GB per hour. Even at that rate it 

would take about 46 hours to recover all of 

their data. That’s why some public cloud 

backup services offer the option of 

transferring your data to a hard drive and 

overnighting it to the customer. Doing so 

provides the customer with much higher 

bandwidth and gets them up and running 

much faster. 

Management 
Small and medium businesses rarely have a 

full time IT expert on staff, so storage 

solutions need to be evaluated on several 

criteria: 

Ease of use. Simple product setup is 

essential to getting started.  A granny-proof 

user experience could help with easy 

ongoing management and ensuring the long 

term successful use. For example, you don’t 

want to call an IT consultant every time a 

new PC is installed and requires backup. 

Cost. Look at the total cost of ownership. 

Does the upfront cost include the cost of hard 

drives? What is it going to cost to install and 

configure the solution successfully in your 

environment? Does the solution come with all 

the software you need to protect the data in 

your business, including the cost of licenses 

for the computer backup software for your 

employee computers?  You also need to take 

into account the future scalability of the 

solution for your anticipated business growth. 

Automation. Complex schemes that require 

juggling multiple tapes or disk drives are 

rarely successful in small business. Look for 

solutions that have the ability to put your data 

protection on auto pilot. Automatic computer 
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backups and backup to the cloud should both 

be key requirements.  

Recovery. Fast, fool-proof recovery is critical 

to getting your business up and running 

again. In today's fast paced world, bare metal 

backup and recovery is just as important to 

have as file/folder recovery. There are many 

software packages that will backup 

Windows®, Linux® and Mac® systems to 

network storage. These programs can be 

installed and configured to do automatic 

backups every night. 

What’s the storage strategy for 
your small business? 
As a small business owner with limited 

support resources, this is the advice I give 

myself as well as friends and clients. 

Make sure all data is copied to a secondary 

storage, this includes backing up the 

computers in your network to a storage 

device. Storage devices can and do fail, 

usually at the worst possible time. I always 

maintain at least two copies of my data. If it is 

critical, I maintain three or more copies. 

Storage is inexpensive compared to the cost 

of recreating lost data. Use it freely. 

Use a NAS storage device as a central 

storage repository - there are several NAS 

solutions that include built-in RAID protection 

and integration to public cloud storage 

services. This makes data available to others 

and provides a single point for backing up 

critical data to a cloud storage service. The 

NAS should have the features discussed in 

“Operational issues” above. 

Critical data should be copied to the NAS 

storage device and then copied to a cloud 

backup service. If the worst happens, your 

critical data will be available to keep your 

business running. 

My small business does not have a full-time 

IT person on staff so it is critical that the 

storage solution manufacturer stands behind 

its product and also offers hassle-free 

support plans and services suitable for a 

small business budget. 

Conclusion 
The importance of data protection in a small 

business cannot be over emphasized. It is 

important for any small business to adopt a 

sound data protection and recovery strategy 

today. 

Data protection and recovery was previously 

a very IT centric and complex problem, and it 

was so costly that only large enterprises 

could afford it.  A new market has opened up 

for storage systems that are not only cost 

effective, but they are also easy to manage 

and provide enterprise-class features without 

requiring a full-time IT staff. These storage 

systems generally have four to eight hard 

drives, a built-in server, easy to use 

management software and the ability to back 

up and protect several terabytes of data. 

The old saying of “don’t put all your eggs in 

one basket” could not apply more to a 
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storage solution for a small business. A 

hybrid cloud storage - combining the best of 

local and cloud storage - provides the speed 

and control of onsite storage and the peace 

of mind of knowing that a disaster-safe copy 

is available at a secure offsite location.  
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